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1 Introduction
Natural scientists have become increasingly reliant on computer simulation to explore the global
properties of models of complex'physical systems, such as weather patterns. The findings gener
ated by computer simulations are used to respecify these models to achieve increased coherence
with empirical observations. The computer has thus become a creative research tool rather than
simply an efficient number cruncher. See, for example, the interesting survey [20] on the use of
microcomputers in physics.
In contrast, economists have been slow to make creative use of computer capabilities. Many
economic theorists still adhere to the idea that only analytically closed form solutions will do,
^This papei summarizes the series of studies [11,13-16] by R. Kalaba and the present author, et al., on nonlocal
automated comparative static analysis. A shortened version of this paper is scheduled to appear in the SIAM
Proceedings [29]. The author is grateful to G. Corliss, R. Kalaba, F. Keinert, and four anonymous referees for helpful
comments.
computer simulations being too ad hoc. And econometricians, too, look primarily for closed form
solutions in the form of asymptotic distributions for their estimators, even if strong assumptions
are needed to achieve this goal. See, for example, the discussion in ref. [5].
Without doubt, computer simulation results unbacked by sensitivity studies ought to be looked
at with caution, because the robustness of the results to realistic structural perturbations is often
not clear. For example, a frequently heard criticism of computational general equilibrium (CGE)
modelling is that few CGE studies are accompanied byan adequate sensitivity analysis establishing
the robustness of the conclusions to changes in key assumptions, e.g., to a change in the closure
rule.
What makes sensitivity analyses for economic models so potentially difficult to carry out in a
comprehensive manner? In economic applications, model equations often include the first-order
conditions for optimization problems solved by consumers, producers, and other economic agents.
Consequently, the comparative static analysis of such a model requires the evaluation of at least
second-order partial derivatives. Moreover, standard comparative static methodology requires the
separate determination of initial conditions (a model solution) at each different parameter point at
which a sensitivity analysis is to be conducted. This initialization is often far from trivial.
It is here that automatic differentiation, as well as the automatic determination of initial con
ditions, could play a major role in revolutionizing the methodology of economics, by enhancing the
feasibility of detailed numerical sensitivity studies for computer simulated models.
Section 2 of this paper reviews a nonlocal comparative static method originally developed in
ref. [11]. A complete system of ordinary differential equations is developed for tracking the solution
vector x(a) and the sensitivity vector dx{a)lda for a parametrized system of nonlinear equations
^(x,a) = 0 over any closed parameter interval [a*,a"] where the system determinant remans
nonzero. An automated FORTRAN program Nasa [13] is now available for the implementation
of this nonlocal comparative static method. Nasa incorporates an algorithm Feed [16] for the
forward-mode automatic evaluation of higher-order partial derivatives, and an adaptive homotopy
continuation algorithm [14] for obtaining all required initial conditions at the initial parameter
point a*. The Feed algorithm is reviewed in section 3, and the adaptive homotopy continuation
algorithm is reviewed in section 4. Concluding comments are given in section 5.
2 Nonlocal Comparative Static Analysis: Basic Approach
Comparative static studies in many fields typically reduce to determining the response of a
vector X* = to changes in a scalar a", where x* and a* are required to satisfy an
n-dimensional system of nonlinear equations of the form^
0 = ^(a:,a) = . (1)
Assuming —*• is twice continuously diiferentiable and has a nonsingular Jacobian matrix
implicit function theorem guarantees the existence of a continuously differentiable
function x(a) taking some neighborhood N(a*) of a* into such that
0 = V'(is(o:),a) , a GiV(a*), (2)
with x(a*) = x". From (2) one obtains the basic comparative static equation
dx(a)/da = -V'a:(x(a),a)~^Va(x(a))a) j oc £ N{a*). (3)
As it stands, (3) is an analytically incomplete system of ordinary diiferential equations. That is,
a closed form representation for the Jacobian inverse = tlJx(x(a), a)~^ as a function of a is
often not obtainable for n > 3. Thus, the integration of (3) from initial conditions would typically
require the supplementary algebraic determination of the Jacobian inverse at each step in
the integration process.
Why not simply incorporate a linear equation solver to accomplish the needed matrix inversions?
Two reasons can be given. First, the Jacobian matrix might have one or more eigenvalues which
are small in absolute value. Consequently, as can be seen using a singular value decomposition,
the inverse matrix can be highly ill-conditioned in the sense that its elements have large absolute
values and take on both positive and negative values. In this case, small round-off and truncation
errors can cause large errors in the resulting numerically determined component values of the
sensitivity vector dx{ct)/da. The bottom line is that linear equation solvers must be used with a
great deal of care. Second, there exists an alternative approach [10] which has proven its reliablity
and efficiency in numerous contexts over the past fourteen years: replace the algebraic operation
of matrix inversion by an initial value problem highly suited to modern digital computers.
In ref. [11], the initial value approach is taken. The differential system (3) is extended by the
incorporation of ordinary differential equations for the Jacobian inverse. More precisely, letting
A(a) and ^(a) denote the adjoint and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix /(a), and recalling
^This problem foimulation, with a scalar paramater a, is more general than it inight first appear. For example,
suppose an analyst wshes to investigate the surface of function values x = f{z) taken on by some function
as z ranges over a specified region Z in iZ"*. One approach is to consider a suitably smooth curve s:[0,1] —• 2" which
roughly fills this region, of the form z = ^(a), and to define a new function of the form ^(x, a) = x—f{s{a)). Solving
the system of equations or) = 0 for x as a function of a as or ranges from 0 to 1 then yields a curve of points
x(Qf) on the function surface which gives some idea of the shape of this surface over the region Z.
that the inverse of any nonsingiilar matrix can be represented as the ratio of its adjoint to its
determinant, the following diflferentlal system is validated for x(q), A{a)^ and ^(a):
dx{a)/da = -A(a)^a(®(«)i Q:)/^(o!) ; W
dA{a)/da = [i4(a)Trace(A(a)5(Q:)) - A(a)5(a)A(a)]/5(a) ; (5)
d6{a)/da = Trace(A(Q)B(a)) . (6)
The ijth component of the matrix B{a) = dj{a)/da appearing in equations (5) and (6) is.
J2(i^jk(^{<^)y<^)dxk{cc)/da) + Vj,n+i(aj(a),tt) . (7)
k=l
where denotes the second partial of ip* with respect to Xj and and V'j.n+i denotes the
second partial of tp* with respect to xj and a. Given (4), note that each of the components (7)
is expressible as a known function of x(a), A(a), ^(q:), and a. Initial conditions for equations (4)
through (6) must be provided at a parameter point a* by specifying values for x(a*), A(a*), and
^(a*) satisfying ^(a:(a*),a*) = 0, A(a*) = Adj(and ^(q;*) = Det(J(a")) ^ 0.
The system of equations (4) through (6) provides an analytically complete system of ordinary
differential equations for tracking the solution vector i(a) and the sensitivity vector dx(a)ldoL,
together with the adjoint A(a) and the determinant ^(q) of the Jacobian matrix J(o), over any
a-interval [a*, a**] where the determinant remains nonzero. The feasibility of carrying out nonlocal
comparative static analyses is thus enhanced.
The potential usefulness of the complete differential system is illustrated in ref. [11] in the
context of a simple economic profit maximization problem in which a capital and labor using
industrial sector is subject to a payroll tax a. Explicit solutions are obtained and graphically
illustrated for the optimal capital and labor inputs as functions of a over the a-interval [0, .5]. In a
second purely numerical example consisting of two nonlinear equations parameterized by a scalar
a, the two distinct solution branches for the system are tracked as functions of a, and the critical
parameter value where the Jacobian matrix J{oi) becomes singular is located.
Implementation for the examples in ref. [11] was carried out using a FORTRAN program in
corporating a fourth-order Adams-Moulton integration method with a Runge-Kutta start. High
numerical accuracy was obtained, even near critical points a where the determinant ^(a) became
zero. Nevertheless, all partial derivative expressions in (7) had to be calculated analytically and
separately hand coded, clearly an undesirable feature of the program. The partial derivative expres
sions in (7) involve the second-order partial derivatives of ^(•); and ^(•) in turn could involve the
partial derivatives of some still more basic function, such as the criterion function for an optimiza
tion problem. This is indeed the typical case for economic problems (e.g., the profit maximization
problem handled in ref. [11]), since such prpblems invariably incorporate the decision-making pro
cesses of various types of economic agents.
Automatic differentiation was subsequently incorporated into the FORTRAN program in two
stages. Initially, an automatic derivative evaluation method proposed byWengert [33] was used to
generate first-order and second-order partial derivative evaluations. The accuracy of the resulting
program was demonstrated for a standard optimal growth problem in ref. [15]. However, as ex
plained more fully in section 3, Wengert's method turned out to have significant drawbacks when
applied to the evaluation of higher-order partial derivatives.
In the summer of 1981, the Feed algorithm was expressly developed for the fast and efficient
evaluation of higher-order partial derivatives. As will be clarified in section 3, Feed essentially
consists of a portable library of calculus subroutines which can be called as needed to carry out de
sired function and partial derivative evaluations. Since 1981, the Feed library has been continually
augmented to accommodate the particular needs of colleagues and students who were interested in
carrying out nonlocal comparative static analyses for various economic models. See, for example,
the analyses carried out with the help of Feed in refs. [2] and [31]. Nevertheless, a major difficulty
remained; obtaining the needed initial conditions for the complete differential system was far from
being a routine task for the typical social science user.
In consequence, a more fully automated FORTRAN program was eventually developed in the
summerof 1989; see ref. [13]. This program, referred to as Nasa (iVonlocal ylutomated Sensitivity
Analysis), incorporates a fairly substantial Feed library for the forward-mode automatic evaluation
of partial derivatives through order three. Moreover, Nasa incorporates an adaptive homotopy
continuation algorithm [14] for obtaining all required initial conditions; the latter algorithm also
makes use of Feed. The Feed algorithm is discussed in the following section.
3 Automatic Derivative Evaluation via Feed
Automatic differentiation routines can generally be divided into three categories: finite dif
ference methods; symbolic differentiation methods; and automatic derivative evaluation methods.
Finite difference methods involve the approximation of derivatives by ratios of discrete increments;
6'gM /'(O ~ [/(^+^0~/(^)]/^^' Symbolic differentiationmethods generate exact symbolicexpres
sions for derivatives which can be manipulated algebraically as well as evaluated numerically. In
contrast, automatic derivative evaluation methods do not generate symbolic expressions for deriva
tives. Rather, these methods focus on the efficient generation of accurate numerical derivative
evaluations by breaking down the evaluation of a derivative at a given point into a sequence of
simpler evaluations for functions of at most one or two variables. These evaluations are exact up
to' round-ofF and truncation error.
For the nonlocal comparative static analysis problem outlined in section 2, the primaxy re
quirement is for an automatic differentiation routine which generates reliable partial derivative
evaluations through order three in a fast and efficient manner. As detailed in ref. [6], the approx
imate derivate evaluations generated by finite difference methods become increasingly inaccurate
as the order of the needed partial derivatives increases. Moreover, symbolic differentiators (such
as incorporated in MACSYMA) are notorious for "expression swell"—that is, for the pages upon
pages of code they produce for the partial derivative expressions of even relatively simple func
tional forms, despite repeated use of fix-ups such as REDUCE. (See ref. [5] for examples). Thus,
an automatic derivative evaluation routine was the preferred alternative.
In considering how automatic derivative evaluation might be incorporated into our FORTRAN
program for nonlocal comparative static analysis, we first focused on a method developed by R.
Wengert [33] at General Electric.^ Wengert's key ideawas to decompose the evaluation of compli
cated functions of many variables into a sequence of simpler evaluations of special functions of one
or two variables, referred to below as a "Wengert list." Total differentials of the special functions
could be automatically evaluated along with the special function values. Partial derivatives could
then be recovered from the total differentials by solving certain associated sets of linear algebraic
equations.^
Although programs were successfully written for implementing Wengert's method for first-order
and second-order partial derivatives, two important problems arose when an attempt was made to
extend the method to the evaluation of third-order partial derivatives. First, Wengert's method
requires the repeated evaluation of certain identical functional forms as each individual partial
derivative is separately recovered from a total differential, resulting in significant computational
inefficiency. Second, Wengert's method requires the formation and solution of a distinct set of
linear algebraic equations for each successive higher-order partial differentiation, and it does not
seem possible to provide a systematic rule for how this is to be done.
An algorithm Feed (Fast £^fficient fJvaluation of i?erivatives) was then developed [16] for the
systematic exact evaluation of higher-order partial derivatives which overcomes both of these prob
lems. Feed retains Wengert's key idea of sequential function evaluation, but total differentials
and linear algebraic equations play no role. An additional advantage of Feed is that memory and
arithmetic requirements can be determined prior to any calculations.
^Pfeiffer [24] describes the strong impactWengert's article [33] had on researchers at General Electric, TRW, and
the Rand Corporation. See also R. Bellman et al. [1].
similar approach was independently developed by Rail et al., as reported in ref. [25]. See, in particular, pages
107-108.
As a simple illustration of Fecrf, consider the function F:R\^
z = F(x,y) = a? + log(x2/) •
R defined by
(8)
Suppose one wishes to evaluate the function value z, the first-order partial derivatives Zx and Zy,
and the second-order partial derivative Zxx at a given domain point {x,y). Consider Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: An Illustrative Application of the Feed Algorithm
Wengert
List for F didx didy d'^ /dx'^
a = X dx ~ 1
II
O
Qxx ~ 0
II
o
II
by —1 = 0
II
Cx — ^ Cy —0,yb ^ aby Cxx ~ ^xxb "t" 2ctx^x ^ dbxx
d = log(c) dx = C^Cx dy = C ^Cy dxx ~ ' '^x ^ Cxx
z = a + d ^a; = 0® -|- dx Zy —Qy ^ dy ^xx —Oixx "4" dxx
The first column of Table 3.1 constitutes the Wengert list for F(-)\ it sequentially evaluates the
function value z = x + log(xi/) at the given domain point (a;,y). The second, third, and fourth
entries in each row give the indicated derivative evaluations of the first entry iii the row, using only
algebraic operations. The first two rows initialize the algorithm, one row being required for each
independent variable. The only input required for the first two rows is the domain point {x,y).
Each subsequent row outputs a one-dimensional array of the form (p,PxiPyiPxx)i using the arrays
obtained from previous row calculations as inputs. The final row yields the desired evaluations
{z,Zx,Zy,Zxx)' These evaluations are exact up to round-off error.
The Feed algorithm thus envisions the successive transformation of arrays of partial derivatives
through any specified order k into similjarly-configured arrays as one forward sweep is taken through
the Wengert list for a specified A;th-orderdifferentiable function. A similar approach is suggested in
refs. [19], [22], and [27, page 280]. In contrast, the partial derivative evaluation methods proposed
in refs. [25, Chapter VI, pages 91-111] and [35] have a tree structure; that is, gradient operations
are used to generate evaluations for each successively higher-order collection of partial derivatives
using the results of previous gradient operations as inputs. Another approach currently attracting
a great deal of interest is the "reverse mode" of differentiation; see refs. [3, 28, 30].
How might the Feed algorithm be implemented for the illustrative example (8)? Since the ini
tial presentation of Feed in [16] with suggested FORTRAN implementation, various authors have
implemented Feed in languages which permit operator overloading.® For example, Huss [7] imple-
^As detailed in [3, Section 4.3], the key ideaofoperator overloading it that the programmer candefine new types of
variables whose occurrence as arguments in elementary functions leads the compiler to issue additional instructions.
FORTRAN does not currently support operator overloading.
ments Feed in ADA, Jerrell [8] implements Feed in C++, and Wexler [34] implements Feed in C.
One advantage of operator overloading is that expressions to be diiFerentiated can be written in
a natural way; user-provided Wengert lists are not needed. Nevertheless, for clarity, the imple
mentation of Feed for example (8) will be illustrated here using the simpler approach proposed in
[16].
Specifically, it will nowbe shown how the elements in each of the rows in Table 3.1 can be nu
merically evaluated bymeans of sequential calls to Feed calculus subroutineswritten in FORTRAN.
For expositional simplicity, these subroutines only generate evaluations for first and second-order
partial derivatives; Feed calculus subroutines for partial derivatives of arbitrary order are discussed
in [16]. The subroutines are dimensioned for iV < 10 independent variables. Each subroutine
evaluates a function value, togetherwithN first-order partial derivatives and (1+ N) •N/2 distinct
second-order partial derivatives. Input and output arrays thus have the general form
(p;P1j .. . ypNVPlUpl2i ••••,PIN',P22J •••,P2N', •-•\PNn) , (9)
where pjk denotes the second partial ofp with respect to Xj and Xfc. Consequently, the basic input
and output arrays for each subroutine are specified to have dimension 66 = 1+10 + (1+ 10)•10/2.
The first two rows of Table 3.1 can be evaluated by calling the calculus subroutine VEC for the
vectorization of the independent variables:
SUBROUTINE VEC(K,V,W)
C FEED CALCULUS SUB. FOR VECTORIZING THE KTH INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
IMPLICIT REAL+8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION W(66)
COMMON N
NDIM = 1 + N + (1 + N)*N/2
DO 1 1=1,NDIM
W(I) = O.OD+OG
1 CONTINUE
W(l) = V
W(K+1) = l.OD+00
RETURN
END
Given N = 2, subroutine VEC(1, V",W) for the first independent variable x uses standard calculus
formulas to obtain the function value and partial derivative evaluations W = {a, (Lx jCly) Oixx?^xy i )
for the function a of a; and y defined by a{x,y) = i, given any particular value V for x. Thus, the
first four elements of the output array W represent evaluations for the elements of the first row
of Table 3.1. Similarly, subroutine VEC(2,V,iy) for the second independent variable y obtains
the function value and partial derivatives W = (6, &r,6y,6j;s,6sy,6yy) for the function 6 of a; and y
defined by 6(x,j/) = y, given any particular value V for y. The first four elements of this output
array W thus give evaluations for the elements of the second row of Table 3.1.
Row three of Table 3.1 can be evaluated by calling the calculus subroutine MULT:
SUBROUTINE MULT(A,B,C)
C FEED CALCULUS SUBROUTINE FOR THE FUNCTION C = A*B.
IMPLICIT REAL»8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION A(66),B(66),C(66)
COMMON N
C(l) = A(1)*B(1)
DO 11=1,N
C(I+1) = A(1)*B(I+1) + B(1)*A(I+1)
1 CONTINUE
KK=N+1
DO 2 1=1,N
DO 3 J=I,N
KK=KK+1
C(KK) = A(KK)*B(1) + A(I+1)*B(J+1) + A(J+1)*B(H-1) + A(1)*B(KK)
3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
Given iV = 2, subroutine MULT uses standard calculus formulas to obtain the function value and
partial derivatives C — (c,Cx,Cy,CxarjCzy,Cyy) of the function c = a6, where a and b are any two
real-valued twice continuously differentiable functions of the independent variables x and y. The
input arrays for MULT take the form A = (a,ax,ay,axxi(^xy,(iyy) and B = ibybxiby,bxx,bxy,^yy)'
For the example at hand, these input arrays are the output arrays generated previously for rows 1
and 2 of Table 3.1 by means of subroutine VEC.
Implementation of row 4 of Table 3.1 involves a call to a calculus subroutine DER for im
plementation of the chain rule. More precisely, subroutine DER embodies the standard calculus
formulas for obtaining the function value and the distinct first and second-order partial derivatives
of a composite function rf(') = e(c(')) evaluated at lo, where w is an iV-dimensional vector, and
c:R^ —*• R and e:R R aie twice continuously differentiable functions.
SUBROUTINE DER(E,C,D)
C FEED CALCULUS SUBROUTINE FOR THE CHAIN RULE
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION E(3),C(66),D(66)
COMMON N
D(l) = E(l)
DO 11=1,N
D(I+1) = E(2)*C(I-|-1)
1 CONTINUE
KK=N-|-1
DO 2 1=1,N
DO 3 J=I,N
KK=KK+1
D(KK) = E(3)*C(I+1)*C(J+1) + E(2)*C(KK)
3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
The input array C contains the function value and the distinct first and second-order partial
derivatives of c evaluated at w, and the input array E contcuns the function value and the first and
second derivatives of e evaluated at c('U>). The output arrayD contains the function value and the
distinct first and second-order partial derivatives of d evaluated at w.
The implementation of row4 of Table 3.1 can now be explained in precise terms; it is accom
plished by a call to the calculus subroutine LOGG, below, which in turn calls DER. Note that
LOGG also calls the standard FORTRAN library function subroutine ALOG for the log function.
SUBROUTINE LOGG(C,D)
C FEED CALCULUS SUBROUTINE FOR THE FUNCTION D = LOG(C).
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION C(66),D(66),E(3)
E(l) = AL0G(C(1))
E(2) = (1.0D-|-00)/C(l)
E(3) = -E(2)*E(2)
CALL DER(E,C,D)
RETURN
END
Subroutine LOGG uses standard calculus formulas to obtain the function value and the distinct
first and second-order partial derivatives of the function d{') = e(c(')) evaluated at where w
is an iV-dimensional vector, c is any twice continuously differentiable function mapping into
R++y and c(c) = log(c). The input array C contains the function value and the distinct first and
second-order partial derivatives of c evaluated at w. The calculated array E = (e, rfe/rfc,
gves the function value and the first and second derivatives of e evaluated at c(ti;). For the example
at hand, N = 2 and w = (aj,y). Consequently, the input array C takes the particular form C =
(c,ca;,cy, Cxj.,Cxy,Cyy); It Is glvcu by the previously determined output array generated for row 3 of
Table 3.1. The output array D for the example at hand takes the form D = (rf,rf®, dy,dxx,^xyidyy).
The final row of Table 3.1 can be evaluated by calling subroutine ADD:
SUBROUTINE ADD(A,D,Z)
C FEED CALCULUS SUBROUTINE FOR THE FUNCTION Z = A -f D.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION A(66),D(66),Z(66)
10
COMMON N
NDIM = 1 + N -f (1 + N)»N/2
DO 11=1,NDIM
Z(I) = A(I)+D(I)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
Given N = 2, subroutine ADD uses standard calculus formulas to obtain the function value and
partial derivatives Z = of the function z = a + d, where a and d are any
two real-valued twice continuously differentiable functions of x and y. For the example at hand,
the input arrays A = (fl,ax,ay,Ox«>fl®y»ayy) and D = {d^dxidy^ dxxidxy,dyy) needed for subroutine
ADD axe the output arrays generated previously for rows 1 and 4 in Table 3.1.
In summary, the complete sequential evaluation of the rows of Table 3.1 can be accomplished
by means of the following subroutine FUN:
SUBROUTINE FUN(X,Y,Z)
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION A(66),B(66),C(66),D(66),Z(66)
CALL VEC(1,X,A)
CALL VEC(2,Y,B)
CALL MULT(A,B,C)
CALL LOGG(C,D)
CALL ADD(A,D,Z)
RETURN
END
Given any domain point (X,y), FUN obtains the function value and the distinct first and second-
order partial derivatives of the function z = x -}- log(®y) at (X, Y) and returns these evaluations in
the array Z.
In principle, the Feedalgorithm can be used to evaluate the function valueand the distinct par
tial derivatives through order k of any real-valuedmulti-variable function which can be sequentially
evaluated in a finite number of steps by means of the two-variable functions
V} = u-\-Vy w = u—v^ w = uv, u; = u/v, w = u"^ (10)
and arbitrary, nonlinear, one-variable, fcth-order differentiable functions such as
cos(ii), sin(ii), exp(w), c", log(u), and + c (11)
for arbitary constants a, b, and c. Systematic rules for constructing general fcth-order calculus
subroutines for special functions such as (11) are derived in ref. [16]. References to other work
11
focusing on recurrence relations for the derivatives ofspecial functions such as (11) can be found,
for example, in ref. [19].
Various applications of Feed., e.g., for optimal control, system identification, nonlinear integral
equations, and nonlinear least squares, are discussed in refs. [9, 18]. Theoretical extensions of
Feed are developed in refs, [12, 17]. Ref. [12] extends the Feed library to permit the automatic
differentiation of functions expressed in terms of the derivatives of other functions. As previously
noted, economic models commonly involve such functions. Ref. [17] further extendsthe Feed library
to include matrix calculus subroutines which permit the automatic differentiation of expressions
involving nested matrix and derivative operations. The latter study thus raises an issue relevant
for any automatic differentiation method: namely, the need for an intermediate level between the
main program and the derivative-generating subroutines whose purpose is to put the derivatives
in a form tailored specifically for the problem at hand (e.g., automatic formation of a Jacobian or
Hessian matrix as in ref. [17]).
Horton [6] uses various test functions to compare the relative performance of automatic differ
entiation (Fcerf), symbolic differentiation (MACSYMA), and finite difference derivative methods
in terms of accuracy, speed, storage requirements, and ease of use when applied to the problem
of evaluating partial derivatives through the third order. All of the numerical differentiation tests
were performed on a Sun-3/260 workstation running SunOS UNIX release 4.0.3 with thirty-two
megabytes of memory. Both Feed and the finite difference experiments used the Sun FORTRAN
compiler. All MACSYMA experiments used MACSYMA415.69Version 13 by Symbolics, Inc. Hor
ton concludes (page 49) that "automatic differentiation exhibited the best attributes of both finite
difference and symbolic differentiation, making it the technique of choice for most applications." It
is still an open question how Feed would fare against other automatic differentiation algorithms.
To date, automatic differentiation studies (e.g., refs. [3, 4, 19, 25, 26, 30, 33]) have primarily
emphasized the evaluation of first-order and possibly second-order partial derivatives. However,
algorithms designed specific^y for the evaluation of higher-order partial derivatives are proposed
in refs. [16, 22, 35], and software for this purpose is available from the authors upon request. As
suggested by the application reviewed in section 2, there are good reasons to urge the continued
development of efficient, user-friendly, portable modules for the automatic evaluation of higher-
order partial derivatives.
12
4 Automatic Initialization via Adaptive Homotopy Continuation
4.1 Initialization Using a Standard Homotopy Continuation Approach
RecaJl from section 2 that the initial conditions needed to integrate the complete differential
system (4)-(6) from a given initial parameter point a* consist of a solution vector a;(Q:*) to •0(a;,Q*)
= 0, together with evaluations for the adjoint A(a*) and determinant ^(a*) of the.Jacobian matrix
For many nonlinear economic models, finding an initial solution vector is a difficult
matter in and of itself.
In ref. [15] it was suggested that a standard linear homotopy continuation method might be
used to simplify the process of obtaining these needed initial conditions. Specifically, letting i^(x)
= it was suggested that a compete differential system analogous to (4)-(6) could first be
used to solve the system of equations
0 = H(xyt) = i •F(a:) + [1 - i] •[x - c] (12)
for Xas a function of t as t varies from 0 to 1 along the real line. In (12), the vector c represents
any guess for the solution vector x(a*).
At <= 0, system (12) takes the simple form
0 = H{x,0) = /-[x-c] , (13)
with solution vector x^(0) = c. At t = 1, system (12) takes the form
0 = H{x,l) = Fix). (14)
Consequently, a solution vector x^(l) for (12) at <= 1 yields a solution vector for the system
of equations 0 = i^(x). Moreover, the complete differential system generates evaluations for the
adjoint A^(t) and determinant S^(t) of the Jacobian matrix J^it) = Hx{x{t)yt), as well as the
solution vector x^(t), at each point t from 0 to 1. Recalling that F{x) = ^(x,a*), it follows from
(14) that x^(l), A^(l), and ^^(1) in principle provide the needed initial conditions x(a"), A(a*),
and ^(q:*) for the complete differential system (4)-(6).
4.2 Initialization Using Complex-Valued Homotopy Continuation
Unfortunately, subsequent numerical experimentation revealed that the suggested use of the
standard linear homotopy continuation (12) to obtain these initial conditions was overly optimistic.
The principal difficulty with (12) is that the artificial component [1 —t] •[x—c] involves the vector
X. In consequence, the Jacobian matrix
Hx{x{t),t) = <•fa;(x(f)) + [1 - t] • / (15)
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is an artificial construct which changes in potentially complicated ways along the real continuation
path from < = 0 to t = 1. In particular, the Jacobian matrix (15) can become singular or nearly
singular even when the Jacobian matrix Fx{x{t)) for the original system is well-behaved.
This difficulty with (12) suggests that it would be desirable to have the continuation proceed
through the original system function F(') rather than through an artificial construct. First, in
many applications the function F(') represents a physical process; and the singular points for
such functions tend to be fairly well behaved (e.g., isolated), or at least fairly well understood.
In contrast, as seen with (12), even the simplest artificially constructed continuation can have
singularities or regions of near-singularity which are difficult to determine in advance. Second,
having the integration path proceed through F(') rather than through an artifical construct has
the important advantage that potentially useful information about F{-) is obtained at each point
along the continuation path.
While surely not the only way to proceed, one continuation which essentially satisfies this
requirement is the following simple translation of F('):®
0 = JT>,/3) = [F(x)~F{c)]-^P'Fic). (16)
In (16), as in (12), the vector c denotes any guess for the solution vector x(a*). As /? varies from 0
to 1, the system of equations (16) varies from the translated form, 0 = [J^(ic) —i^(c)], to the system
of interest, 0 = F(x). However, the Jacobian matrix for (16) is not an artificial construct. At each
/3 point, H*(x,l3) coincides with Fx(x).
Although singularity problems are potentially reduced by use of the /3-continuation (16), they
are not diminated. The Jacobian matrix Fx{x) could still becomesingular along the /3-continuation
path.''
To ameliorate this difficulty, ref. [14] proposes extending the continuation parameter P to com
plex values and adaptively computing a continuation path in the complex plane that avoids points
©ving rise to singularities. Specifically, it is proposed that the continuation parameter move from
0 -h Ot to 1 + Of along a spider-web grid centered at 1 -|- Of in the complex plane. As clarified in
subsection 4.3, the actual path through the grid is determined step by step in accordance with two
objectives: short path length; and avoidance of singular points. In this way an algorithm is achieved
which adapts to whatever physical problem is at hand, with no required problem reformulations.
^Theidea of using the continuation (16) with a reoi-valued continuation patametet 0 moving from 0 to 1 to solve
the system of equations 0 = F{x) is by no means new; see, e.g., tef. [23, eq.(3), p. 230] and ref. [21].
^Fot sufficiently smooth functions F{'), a properly constructed probability one homotopy is theoretically guar
anteed to have no singular points for almost all starting points; see, for example, ref. [32]. However, successful
implementation of probability one homotopy methods can require a mathematically sophisticated reformulation of
the user's original problem.
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The /^-continuation (16) can be solved for 2; as a function of /3 as /3 varies from O+ Of to 1+ Oi in
the complex plane by making use of a complete system of ordinary differential equations analogous
to the system reviewed in section 2. At each point one obtains a solution vector x*((3) together
with evaluations A"(/3) and S*(p) for the adjoint and determinant of the Jacobian matrix
J-(/3) = = f.(x'(/3)) . (17)
In principle, the solution vector x''(l + Oi) obtained for (16) at = 1 + Oi yields a solution vector
for the ori^nal system of interest, 0 = F{x) = '0(x,a*).
The initial, conditions required by the complete differential system to solve (16) at /3 = 0 + Oi
aie the solution vector a;*(0 + Oi) = c and evaluations for the adjoint and the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix J*(0 + Oi) = Fx(c). The vector c might be chosen to facilitate some standard
algebraic method for obtaining these evaluations. Alternatively, these evaluations can be obtained
differentially by solving the continuation
0 = H(x,9) = ^ •[F(x)-F(c)] + [l + Oz-0]-J-[x-c] (18)
for a: as a function of 9 over a complex continuation path from ^ = 0 -1- Oi to ^ = 1+ Oi, again by use
of a complete differential system analogous to the system (4)-(6). The matrix J appearing in (18)
denotes an initial guess for the Jacobian matrix Fx{c). The expression J - [x —c] thus constitutes
a linear approximation for [^(x) — (c)]? expanded around c.
The initial conditions required by the complete differential system to solve (18) at ^ = 0 + Oi
are f(0 + Oi) = c, A(0 + Oi) = Adj(J), and ^(0 + Oi) = Det(J). At each subsequent 9 point, one
obtains the (constant) solution vector x(^) = c for system (18), together with evaluations for the
adjoint A(9) and the determinant 6{9) of the Jacobian matrix
J{0) = Hr(x(9),0) = 9-F^(c) + [l + 0i-9]-J. (19)
The components of the Jacobian matrix J{9) have constant rates of change with respect to i.e.,
dJ{9)ld9 = [Fx{c) —J]; and these rates of change are reduced in magnitude to the extent that J
is a good initial guess for i^a;(c). As reported in ref. [14], setting J = I has in fact worked well in
simulation experiments to date.
At ^ = 1+ Oi, the system of equations (18) reduces to 0 = [i^(a;) —F(c)]. Thus, system (18) at
9 = 1+ Oi coincides with system (16) at /? = 0 + Oi; and the solution for system (18) bX 9 = 1 -I- Oi
provides the needed initial conditions for the solution of system (16) at = 0 + Oi.
An important conceptual issue still needs to be addressed: How are the complex-valued con
tinuation paths for the continuation parameters 0 and 9 in (16) and (18) to be determined? One
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pdssible algorithm for the sequential determination of these complex-valued continuation paths is
discussed in the following subsection.
4.3 Sequential Determination of the Complex-Valued Continuation Paths
Since the continuation path algorithm is similarly applied in both the 0 and B continuation
phases, the symbol Ais used below to denote either of the continuation parameters /3 or 9.
A basic assumption maintained throughout this section is that at least one path exists from A
= 0 + Oi to A= 1+ Oi along which the absolute value of the system determinant 6(A) is uniformly
bounded away from zero.® However, no such path is known a priori. The problem is then to
determine, on a step by step basis, an actual path of integration from A = 0 4- Ot to A = 1 + Oi in
approximate agreement with the shortness and stability objectives.
For simplicity, this problem is addressed in two stages. First, on what type of grid is A going
to be allowed to move? Second, how is the actual path taken by A through the grid to be decided?
First consider the grid. If the continuation path is to be kept short, then it should be geometri
cally possible to proceed in a direct line to the desired endpoint H-Oi from any given current point
on the grid. If the continuation path is to be numerically stable, singular points must of course
be avoided; but the geometry of the grid should permit this avoidance to be carried out efficiently
with respect to the shortness criterion. In particular, it should be geometrically possible to step
away from a singular point without increasing the distance to the endpoint 1 -f Qi. This in turn
suggests that the grid mesh should be denser in a neighborhood of the endpoint 1 -1- Oi in order to
permit intricate paths to evolve in this neighborhood without increasing the distance from 1 -f Oi.
One simple grid specification which satisfies these geometric requirements is the spider-web
grid depicted in Figure 1. This spider-web grid consists of a nested family of concentric circles
("rims") in the complex plane with common center 1-f-Oi, and with a number of equally spaced
rays ("spokes") branching out from this common center. Points on the grid are defined by the
intersections of spokes and rims. Starting from any current point on the grid, it is geometrically
possible for the continuation parameter A to proceed in a direct line to the endpoint 1 -|- Oi by
stepping inward along the current spoke. On the other hand, a singular point along a current
spoke can be avoided by taking a suitable number of rim-steps before again attempting an inward
spoke-step. Rim-steps do not increase the distance to the endpoint 1 + Oi. Finally, the grid mesh
along rims automatically becomes finer in a neighborhood of 1 -{- Oi.
- INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE -
The determinant 5(A) denotes i(^) when X= 6 and 6*{^) when X= 0.
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One possible path for the continuation parameter A through the spider-web grid is depicted in
Figure 1. How is the exact path taken by A to be decided? The basic steps of the algorithm take
the following form.
Suppose a minimum tolerance level TOL has been set for the absolute value | ^(A) | of the
determinant of the Jacobian matrix. Starting at any current point A on the grid, an inward step
AA along the current spoke is considered. If this spoke-step passes the tolerance test, i.e., if
I ^(A + AA) I > TOL, then the spoke-step is actually taken. Another inward step AA along the
current spoke is then considered. If this process continues without ever encountering a tolerance
test failure, then eventu^y the desired endpoint A = 1 -|- 0? is attained by successive inward steps
along the current spoke.
On the other hand, if some considered spoke-step fails the tolerance test, additional tolerance
tests are performed to see if a rim-step to a new spoke is possible at the current tolerance level. If
so, the rim-step is taken. An attempt is then made to have the continuation parameter attain the
endpoint 1 -|- Oi by successive inward steps along the new spoke, in the manner described above. If
not, the minimum tolerance level TOL is relaxed (i.e., adjusted downward) until either an inward
spoke-step or a rim-step away from the current point does pass the tolerance test. This step is then
taken, and again an attempt is made to have the continuation parameter attain the endpoint 1-|- Oi
by successive inward steps along the new spoke. If a complete revolution around the current rim
is made without finding a tolerable inward spoke-step, then the minimum tolerance level TOL is
relaxed until an inward spoke-step from some point along the current rim does pass the tolerance
test.® This spoke-step is then taken, and an attempt is made to continue stepping inward along
this spoke until the endpoint 1 -H Oi is attained.
In summary, this sequential procedure is designed to allow the continuation parameter A to
make its way from 0 -H Ot to the desired endpoint 1 -H Oi along a path which is both reasonably
short and reasonably distant from singular points. The increasing fineness of the spider-web grid
mesh along rims in a neighborhood of the endpoint l+Oi increases the chances that A wiU reach
the endpoint 1 -|- Oi even when the only tolerable path to 1 -f- Oi is a narrow curvy ridge. The
possible reduction in the minimum tolerance level TOL along the integration path also enhances
the possibility that Awill reach 1 -)- Oi. For example, TOL may have to be substantially reduced
over the final portion of the continuation path if the endpoint 1 -|- Oi is surrounded by a region in
which the determinant tf(A) is nearly zero. An example of this kind is given in ref. [14].
^Alternatively, for analytical functions /'(•) one might use Cauchy residue formulas to obtain the desired eval
uations at the center point A= 1 + Oi by appropriate integrations around the circular closed curve defined by the
current rim.
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5 Concluding Remarks
The ultimate objective of the work reviewed in this paper is to obtain a reliable, efficient,
user-friendly program for conducting nonlocal comparative static analyses, i.e., comparative static
analyses over parameter intervals. Our experience with potential users of such a program in the
socio-economic and biological sciences is that they want a program which comes assembled, not in
parts—hence our stress on complete automation.
The FORTRAN program Nasa demonstrates one possible way to obtain an automated program
for nonlocal comparative static analysis. The program has been carefully debugged and, as noted
in section 2, various applications have been successfully conducted. Nevertheless, Nasa represents
work-in-progress. Further use of the program will presumably reveal further desirable modifications
and extensions of the program's capabilities. A disk copy of Nasa is available from the author upon
request, should others also wish to make use of the program; and comments and suggestions from
users and potential users are most welcome.
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